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Synopsis: The Mandarin modalized reciprocal equatives (1a)-(1b) contrast in the
scenario in (1): uttering (1a) is felicitous, whereas uttering (1b) leads to oddity.
The intuition behind is that (1a), but not (1b), allows for a sufficiency implication
according to which B’s height is allowed to exceed J’s given the goal in consideration.
(1) Scenario: Our basketball team is seeking another shooting guard. The height

of the candidate chosen must be no less than that of the current one John,
and is preferably greater than that. For Bill, one of the applicants, to be at
least considered, . . .
a. B̆ıĕr

Bill
b̀ıxū
have-to

hé Yuēhàn
and John

ýıyàng
equally

gāo.
tall

b. #B̆ıĕr hé Yuēhàn
Bill and John

b̀ıxū
have-to

ýıyàng
equally

gāo.
tall

At surface (1a) and (1b) differ merely in word order: only in (1a) is Bill separated
by have-to from the rest of the nominal coordination and John. Furthermore, the
RE morpheme ýıyàng expresses mutual equivalence and does not at all allow for an
at-least-being-equal-to interpretation in an extensional context.
(2) B̆ıĕr

Bill
hé
and

Yuēhàn
John

ýıyàng
equally

gāo.
tall

(#In fact, Bill is taller than John)

This paper aims to account for the rise of the sufficiency implication in (1a) and the
semantic contrast between (1a)-(1b). The proposal resides in an exhaustification-
based analysis of goal-oriented modality (e.g., von Fintel and Iatridou 2007; Krasikova
2008; Beck 2010; Dotlačil and Nouwen 2016; a.o.) and an interval-based analysis of
REs. To the extent that the proposal is on the right track, it reveals the importance
of alternative ordering in goal-oriented modality.
Goal-oriented modality: The sufficiency implication observed in (1a) seems to be
limited to goal-oriented modality; (3) shows that a RE under the epistemic modal
ýıd̀ıng does not give rise to such an implication.
(3) B̆ıĕr

Bill
ýıd̀ıng
have-to

hé
and

Yuēhàn
John

ýıyàng
equally

gāo
tall

(#and he might be even taller)

von Fintel and Iatridou (2007) and many others have pointed out that a goal-
oriented modal statement expresses the sufficiency condition to achieve the goal in
consideration; e.g., you only have to go to North End (to get good cheese) expresses
that you can get good cheese by going to North End and that there is no need to go to
places further than that. Krasikova (2008) further points that goal-oriented modality
plays a crucial role in the more-than-minimum reading of a comparative like John is
taller than [he has to (in order to become a modal)]. Along with Krasikova (2008),
Dotlačil and Nouwen (2016) and others, I assume that a covert operator exh akin to
only occurs in a goal-oriented modal statement when only is absent and implement
this idea with the lexical meaning of exh in (4).
(4) JexhKw(P<s, <<s, t>, t>>)(C<<s, t>, t>)(p<s, t>) is defined only if p∈C; if de-

fined, JexhKw(P)(C)(p)=1 iff P(w)(λw′. ∃q[q∈C ∧ q�Sp ∧ q(w′)]) and
¬P(w)(λw′. ∃q[q∈C ∧ q≺Sp ∧ q(w′)]), where q≺Sp iff q is ranked higher
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than p w.r.t. the ordering S and C is the set of alternatives to p.
Reciprocal Equatives: A RE, e.g., (2), expresses mutual equivalence on the de-
grees of the objects in comparison (Schwarz 2007). Assuming that a gradable ad-
jective relates a D<d, t> to an xe in the way that D contains the degree possessed by
x (e.g., J tallKw=λD<d, t>. λxe. D(heightw(x))), I assume that the RE morpheme
equally operates on a set D of sets of degrees and asserts that the unique member
min(D) in D that is a subset of all the other members is a singleton set (see (5a);
c.f., Dotlačil and Nouwen 2016). In (2) (see (5b)), equally operates on the set of
sets of degrees that contain the height of B and that of J and asserts that the set
that is a subset of all the other members, namely {heightw(B), heightw(J)}, is a
singleton set; this amounts to saying that heightw(B)=heightw(J).
(5) a. J equally K=λD<<d, t>, t>. ∀d′,d′′[min(D)(d′) and min(D)(d′′)→ d′=d′′],

where min(D)=ιD[∀D′[D′∈D→ D⊆D′] and undefined otherwise.
b. J [ equally [ 1 [ B&J D1-tall]]]Kw=1 iff ∀d′,d′′[d′,d′′∈{heightw(B),

heightw(J)}→ d′=d′′] (∼= heightw(B)=heightw(J))
Putting pieces together: Following Zhang (2010), I assume that in both (1a-b),
Bill and and John form a constituent underlyingly; while in (1b) the whole coordi-
nation undergoes movement to subject position, in (1a) (see (6a)) only Bill moves,
leaving the rest of the coordination behind. Along with this syntactic assumption,
the LF (6b) may be assigned to (1a), where the second coordinate J, I assume, is in
focus association with exh. The truth conditions in (7) are then derived.
(6) a. [ Bill1 [ have-to [ [ t1 and John equally tall ]]]]

b. LF of (1a): [[ exh-have-to] -C [ equally 1 [ B&[J ]F D1-tall ]]]
(7) ∀w′∈accw[∃q[q∈C ∧ q�S[λw′′. heightw′′(B)=heightw′′(J)] ∧ q(w′)]] and

¬∀w′∈accw[∃q[q∈C ∧ q≺S[λw′′. heightw′′(B)=heightw′′(J)] ∧ q(w′)]]
C is the set of alternative propositions built on the individuals whose height Bill’s
may be compared to (see (8a)); let (8b) be the ordering S relevent to (1) with respect
to which these alternatives are ranked.
(8) a. C=: {λw. ∀d′,d′′[d′,d′′∈{heightw(B), heightw(y)}→d′=d′′]: y∈De}

b. [λw. heightw(B)=heightw(x)]≺[λw. heightw(B)=heightw(y)]
iff heightw(x)>heightw(y).

The truth conditions (7) then amount to saying that for B to be considered, he
needs to be as tall as J but need not be taller than J. The implication of sufficiency
in (1a) hence is derived.

Given the crucial role alternatives and focus association play in deriving the
intended reading for (1a), the contrast between (1a)-(1b) then may be attributed to
the general constraint that leftward focus association is banned (Jackendoff 1972,
Erlewine (2014) and others): in (1b) the second coordinate J moves out of the scope
of exh at syntax and hence cannot be in focus association with it. This then leads
to the failure to build a comparison set suitable in (1) and therefore results in the
lack of the sufficiency implication in (1b).
Conclusion: The interaction among REs, goal-oriented modality and coordination
in an MRE reveals the crucial role alternatives and alternative ordering play in the
rise of the sufficiency implication from a goal-oriented modal statement and hence
provides support for the exhaustification-based approach to goal-oriented modality
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and sufficiency modal constructions advanced by Krasikova (2008) and others.
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